INTRODUCTION to ELDER Mediation with AMANDA MOLOMBY
Brisbane - 26 February to 28 February 2016
Melbourne - 18 March to 20 March 2016
Sydney - 15 April to 17 April 2016

Why you should attend
Australia is on the verge of a demographic shift. The Australian Bureau of Statistics estimates that 14% of the population is aged 65 years or over and predicts that this will rise to 22% by 2061.

If you are ready to expand your skill set as a mediator and broaden your client base by offering Elder Mediation, You can’t afford to miss this training. Register at http://www.consensus.net.au

What you will learn
This comprehensive program will prepare experienced family mediators help elders and their family to have a conversation about the special issues relating to ageing.

- "The Six Stage Elder Mediation Process"
- Working with large, dispersed family groups and identifying and overcoming obstacles to bringing parties to the table
- Including the “voice” of the elder in the mediation
- Identifying and managing the challenges of ageing including: mental and physical changes; maintaining independence;
- Elder Law issues including: using an Enduring Power of Attorney and an Advance Health Directive
- Age Discrimination
- Financial Planning

The program includes “hands on” role play scenarios to ensure you develop practical skills.

What people are saying about the training
"I was delighted to be able to attend the Elder Mediation Training Course in October 2015, presented by Amanda Molomby, promoted through the Resolution Institute. Amanda is a very experienced and highly qualified Mediator who has made a significant contribution to promoting and highlighting the need for specialist Elder Mediation services in Australia. Amanda was inspirational in her passion and knowledge on the subject. Her work with overseas counterparts to develop a training program in this field, specific to the Australian culture and relevant legislation, has resulted in a very professional and thorough training program. The format and the small group setting allowed for ample question and discussion time. I left the course feeling relaxed, inspired and rewarded with new insights and new friends and colleagues. Thank you Amanda. “

Erika Skibby, Brisbane

Amanda recently trained me in Elder Mediation. This training rates among the best Dispute Resolution training I have undertaken. Amanda draws on contemporary experts in the field as well as preparing for the complexities mediating families dealing with elder related issues. The training is unique due to Amanda’s authentic passion for the topic and her depth of practical experience. James Francis, Brisbane

About the Trainer
Amanda Molomby has specialised solely in alternate dispute resolution since 2003. In 2008, she established Consensus Conflict Management and offers mediation services in the areas of elder and family mediation and workplace mediation, conflict coaching and mediator training courses and supervision.

Amanda has her Masters in Law in Alternative Dispute Resolution from the University of Queensland. Internationally respected elder mediation trainers Crystal Thorpe and Arline Kardasis have trained her and more recently has been working with Elder Decisions to develop a culturally appropriate Elder Mediation Training Course for Australia.

Due to the hands on nature of the training, there are limited spaces available. Resolution Institute members will receive 1 hour of free supervision valued at $175.00 and a copy of Mon always liked you best- A guide for Resolving Family Feuds, Inheritance Battles and Eldercare Crises by Aline Kardasis, Rikk Larsen, Crystal Thorpe and Blair Trippe

Cost: $1750

To register to reserve one of the limited places and receive the special offer go to http://www.consensus.net.au